EAST  AGAIN
accompanied by severe abdominal pains, especially in the early
mornings."
•	•••••
" Mr.	, the Mayor of Desertville, Arizona (population
1,308), who has come across on his own expense and suggestion
to advise the Municipality of Tokyo (population 2,800,000) on
Civic Administration and particularly on Traffic Control. We
are sure Tokyo will appreciate this sacrifice and gain great
advantage from his experience."
" Miss Birdie J. Browning, the well-known poetess, who
protests she is no relation of a Mr. R, Browning who wrote verses
in England in the Middle Victorian days. But had he lived he
would certainly have claimed her as a cousin for he could have
written nothing better himself than her poem,
* The Cuckoo hails the waning moon,
Cuckoo.    Cuckoo/
which, set to music, is the favourite melody of King George and
Queen Mary, and passers by Buckingham Palace of an evening
have often heard their Majesties playing it as a duet while the
younger members of the Royal Family sing the words. Even
better known is another poem which when it appeared in a
London evening paper brought tears to the eyes of the whole
population :
' When auntie's grave was overgrown/ "
By every steamer they pour over, these " Celebrities," and
are taken at their own valuation, met and fSted and fed—and
eventually, one hopes, go home again.
When I call to mind all the very talented, charming and
intellectual Americans that I met in Japan—many of them
members of great Universities of East and West travelling
during vacation time, I can only regret the futile publicity given
to this other class of visitor—from whichever side of the Atlantic
he hailed—but I suppose it is harmless enough and gives pleasure
to them, copy to the Press, and amusement, or regret, to the
reader. But it is not edifying or quite worthy of Western
civilisation in the XXth century.

